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This premium version includes removable 8 x 10 and 5 x 7 designs printed on thicker paper with

perforated edges, perfect for framing!  From illustrator Lindsay Hopkins who brought you Beauty in

the Bible: Volume 2, this premium edition features removable 8 x 10 and 5 x 7 designs, printed on

thick paper and perfect for framing. This book includes inspirational Scripture quotes such as

â€œYou will show me the way of lifeâ€• and â€œTrust in the Lord with all your heart.â€• Every page is

designed to let you focus on the beauty of Scripture and bring it to life through coloring.  Paige Tate

& Co.  By the team behind the national bestseller Beauty in the Bible This adult coloring book is

filled with both 8 x 10 and 5 x 7 designs, perfect for framing Printed on thick, premium quality paper

with perforated edges Designs range in complexity from beginner to expert-level  Provides hours of

stress relief, mindful calm, and fulfilling expression through inspirational Scripture lessons and

soothing patterns.

Series: Christian Coloring, Bible Journaling and Lettering: Inspirational Gifts (Book 2)

Paperback: 80 pages

Publisher: Paige Tate Select; The enhanced version includes thicker interior stock, perforated

edges, pages designed for 8 x 10 frames, additional 5 x 7 versions of designs, and a thicker cover

with foiling accent. edition (May 1, 2016)
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Entertainment > Puzzles & Games > Board Games   #43 inÂ Books > Arts & Photography >

Drawing > Coloring Books for Grown-Ups > Religious & Inspirational   #106 inÂ Books > Arts &
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Artist and illustrator Lindsay Hopkins has been drawing and creating since childhood. She has a

love for color and hopes to encourage and inspire others through her creativity. Lindsay began her

creative career in 2009 with custom painted canvases and nursery art. As she grew artistically



Lindsay discovered new mediums and began illustrating. Her online shop, Pen & Paint, opened in

2012. Lindsay works out of her bright home studio in South Georgia creating inspirational art prints

and stationery, along with other items featuring her artwork.[pen-and-paint.com]

This is the premium version of Ã¢Â€ÂœBeauty in the Bible, Volume 2Ã¢Â€Â•. I have this book in the

original, thinner, non-perforated version, so I can do a side-by-side comparison of the two.What I

have found is that there is a real difference between the two books. To begin with, the new book is

one inch shorter than the original. That means that some of the designs are cropped slightly

different in this version, though I did find that all 30 of the designs are in both books (though the new

book also includes 12 smaller versions of some of the designs as well.)The paper in the new book is

a little more of an ever so slightly antique white compared to the bright white of the original (I will try

to show the differences between the two books in a photo below. Note that the stand-alone photos

of the book look perfectly white when seen by themselves.) It is much thicker, has a nicer texture,

works better with a variety of coloring medium and, of course, the pages are all perforated.The

premium version contains 30 larger designs and 12 smaller ones. The small ones are printed two to

a page and you have to cut them on the provided cutting line to separate them from each other. The

larger design will fit an 8 x 10 inch frame and the smaller design will fit a 5 x 7 inch frame. The 12

smaller designs are not unique and new designs but rather smaller versions of 12 of the larger

designs.The designs are all Scripture-based with verse citations; however, I cannot provide the

specific translation information as it is not included in the book. As with my other books by this

publisher, the Bible verse is what is the stand-out from the page thought the hand-drawn illustrations

are lovely and are fun and easy to color as well. The images in the coloring book are licensed from

Shutterstock.For my first two projects in this version of the coloring book, I used alcohol-based

markers (Sharpies and Bic Mark-its in ultra fine.) While the ink did leak through, I had removed each

page from the book and color it while it was on my clipboard.I am really thankful for companies such

as Paige Tate and Pen and Paint for providing beautiful and easy to color designs which put

Scripture first and foremost. I always reach for one of my Christian coloring books when I am feeling

troubled and want to color. I find that meditating on the verse while coloring helps bring clarity to the

issues that I am dealing with. The verse excerpts always lead me back to that portion of the Bible

and I read through and think about it throughout the rest of the day.This is the overview of what I

found in this coloring book:30 Large Format and 12 Small Format Scripture Based Designs in for a

total of 42 coloring opportunitiesPrinted on one side of perforated, antique white, slightly rough

medium weight paperDesigns do not merge into the binding areaGlue BindingBook can open to



fairly flat position though I removed my pages from the book for coloringAlcohol-based markers

bleed through the paperWater-based markers left shadows of color on the back of the pageGel

pens and India ink pens left indistinct shadows on the back of the pageColoring pencils work well

with the paper with the soft lead going on well both with a light hand and a firm hand. I was able to

blend and layer well with a wide variety of brands of coloring pencils. My hard lead pencils provided

good color and did not dent the back of the page.

This book has a beautiful cover and seems to be very well made; however, there is not a lot of art

work in it. And about halfway through, you have the same prints only smaller, about half size. This is

no good for people with vision problems. The Bible verses are nice, but I was expecting more area

for coloring.

I'm a coloring book addict! There, I said it! But the more coloring books I buy, the more my list of

'demands' grows. Are the pics simple and clean; pages perforated so I can tear them out and color

anywhere I want, are the pics only printed on one side of the page??? Etc.I have purchased several

Paige Tate coloring books, not only for myself, but to give as gifts- and I have never been

disappointed.When this coloring book arrived- the cover alone was so pretty, I didn't want to open it!

LOL The pictures are clean and simple, the pages (printed on one side) tear out easily.Once again,

I'm VERY happy with my Paige Tate coloring book. I'll be buying more to give as gifts!

I love this coloring book. I have spent many, many hours relieving my stress coloring the pictures

and at the end have nice things to hang on my bullitine board. The paper is nice and thick and the

perforated edge helps in tearing out the page if you choose to. If you like to color to relieve stress

you should get this book!

A double winner - great pictures to color and inspirational verses and quotes. Quality of paper is

outstanding, sheets can easily be framed and are perforated for easy removal.

I love all the Paige Tate & Co. coloring books, but this one is my very fave! The pages are thicker for

gifting and framing, and I adore the designs for each of the verses. I don't like many coloring books

because they're too cluttered and stressful. This book is awesome because each page isn't

cluttered for the sake of just being a coloring book and each design has purpose. I can't wait to color

more!(Full disclosure: I was gifted this book specifically to review, which did not influence this



review. I just really like this coloring book!)

the pages are mire defined and I like that , too much writing , but a good product

Beautiful quotes and verses, sturdy pages that are easy to tear out
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